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▪ Ultra-high resolution (~1mm) 3D models of vegetation generated 
from SfM photogrammetry have been used to estimate 
aboveground vegetation biomass in drylands and to connect plot-
and drone-scale observations (Swetnam et al., 2017)

Questions
1. How repeatable/reproducible is this technique?
2. How does this technique compare to standard allometric 

calculations? How does it compare across different dryland 
ecosystems and predominant species?

3. Can it capture treatment effects in climate manipulation 
experiments?
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Methodology

Image Collection
▪ Commercial-grade Nikon 24MP DSLR camera
▪ Camera mounted 2-3m above ground surface
▪ Lens focal length fixed at 18-24mm and angled ~20o off nadir
▪ Camera moved horizontally at ~1ft spacing to maintain ~80% 

overlap between successive images
▪ ~40-130 images per plot (depending on size); larger SERDP 

plots require additional passes to adequately capture focal 
shrub (Figure 1)

▪ 4-6 12” ground scale markers placed within plot area

Model Generation (Agisoft Metashape v1.7.3)
1. Generate sparse point cloud using local coordinate reference 

system (post spacing in meters)
2. Manually orient model (which way is up?)
3. Manually set and validate ground control points for accurate 

model scaling
4. Filter image tie points and optimize camera alignment
5. Generate dense point cloud, remove noise, subset vegetated 

area, and export as LAS file

Vegetation Analysis (R programming language)
1. Classify dense point cloud into “ground” and “not ground” 

using an automated cloth simulation filter (CSF) (Figure 3) 
2. Convert points to 1mm3 cubic voxels
3. Generate 2D vegetation height map; polygonize and fit shape 

to outermost vertices to estimate canopy area (Figure 4)

Results 

Next Steps

Support for this work was provided by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA; cooperative agreement number 58-2022-8-010).

▪ Finish processing image sets from JORN, NNSS, and RainManSR
▪ Continue exploring techniques for deriving structural and 

architectural traits from models
▪ Compare SfM-based allometry across sites/species and with 

standard measurement-based allometric techniques

Separation of ground and 
vegetation points using cloth 

simulation filter (CSF)

Normalization of point heights 
above flattened surface 

(ground points = 0)

Isolation of vegetation points
(points != ground; 
points > 0.01 m)

OCTC: Orchard Combat Training Center, Boise, ID
NNSS: Nevada National Security Site, Mercury, NV
SRER: Santa Rita Experimental Range, Tucson, AZ
JORN: Jornada Experimental Range, Las Cruces, NM
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Figure 2. Site geographical distributions, 
associated Level III ecoregions (source: 
EPA), 3D model samples, and image 
collection action shots.

Figure 3. Workflow for automated separation of “ground” and “not ground” (i.e., vegetation) within the dense point cloud model output.  

Figure 4. OCTC (big sagebrush) plot #203: distribution of height values from voxelized point cloud 
(a), and top-down 2D height map (b). Vegetation total volume [cm3], canopy area [cm2], and height 
[m] statistical calculations included in table at top of figure.  
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Figure 5. OCTC (big sagebrush) all allometry plots: linear regression fitting total vegetation volume 
[cm3] to harvested/dried aboveground biomass [g] (left), and a comparison of volume calculations 
between repeat image sets and derived models collected for control and disturbance allometry 
plots (right).

▪ Promising initial outcome from volume to biomass linear 
relationship (R2 = 0.83) for OCTC allometry plots (Figure 5)

▪ Very similar structural calculations between repeat collections 
suggests repeatability/robustness of technique (Figure 5)
o Differences between repeat collections for individual plots could be 

attributed to environmental variables (wind and illumination), human error 
or subjectivity during image collection/processing, black box algorithmic 
behavior, or some combination

Figure 1. Image 
collection schema for 
~2.5 x 3m SERDP plots 
(left) and ~1.2 x 1.5m 
RainManSR plots (right). 
Image pass “tracks” are 
indicated by dashed 
lines and are numbered 
by collection sequence. 


